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actresses who were 50 years her
junior. 
Critics complained that her

dominance left little room for
newer singers to thrive, but her
audience remained loyal, ensur-
ing that her songs ruled the
charts.
She was also known for her

quirks, such as never singing
with her shoes on and always
writing out each song by hand
before recording it.
In 2001, Mangeshkar was

awarded India’s highest civilian
honour the Bharat Ratna, and
she received France’s Legion
d’Honneur in 2009 in recogni-
tion of her contribution to
Indian music and cinema.
“Coming generations will

remember her as a stalwart of
Indian culture, whose melodious
voice had an unparalleled ability
to mesmerise people,” Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said.
Authorities have announced a

state funeral and two days of
national mourning for the
singer.
Though she dropped out of

school, saying she only ever took
classes for one day, Mangeshkar
was fluent in several languages.
Her oeuvre included devo-

tional and classical albums and
spanned around 27,000 songs in
dozens of languages including
English, Russian, Dutch and
Swahili.

Congress did contrary to its
practice, Rahul Gandhi delayed
the announcement as he recol-
lected stories about Sidhu,
Channi and senior party leader
Sunil Jakhar, and how Congress
in Punjab has a team of able
leaders. 
“It is very easy to give a

speech. But I have been observ-
ing our leaders deeply, how they
react to a situation… Politics is
not an event, it is a journey full of
difficulties,” Rahul Gandhi said.
“Everyone has their own fight.

PM Narendra Modi also has his
own fight. Sidhu ji, Channi ji,
Jakhar ji all have their different
fights,” he said.
Opening the address on Sun-

day, Jakhar, who was apparently
miffed with the Congress high
command, heaped praises on
Rahul Gandhi and said making
Charanjit Singh Channi the chief
minister of Punjab following
Amarinder Singh’s exit was the
greatest political decision that
Rahul Gandhi has ever taken. 
Veteran leader Captain Ama-

rinder Singh resigned as CM and
from the party last year, after a
long-drawn battle over the
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her passing prompted an out-
pouring of grief from industry
luminaries.
Fans gathered outside her

home in Mumbai while fellow
Bollywood titan Amitabh Bach-
chan and other celebrities
arrived to pay their respects.
“Heartbroken, but blessed to

have known & loved this incredi-
ble soul,” said actor Anil Kapoor,
best known internationally for
his role as a game show host in
Danny Boyle’s “Slumdog Mil-
lionaire”. “Lataji holds a place in
our hearts that will never be
taken by anyone else. That’s how
profoundly she has impacted
our lives with her music.”
Mangeshkar was born in 1929

in Indore, central India, and
started her musical training
under the tutelage of her father
Deenanath, singing in his theat-
rical productions when she was
just five years old.
Her father’s death when she

was 13 forced her to take on the
role of breadwinner for four
younger siblings, and the family
eventually moved to Mumbai in
1945.
There she pursued a career as

a playback singer, recording
tracks to be mimed by actors,
and her voice soon became a sta-
ple of Bollywood blockbusters.
In a move reflecting her huge

following, she was invited by the
government to sing a patriotic
tribute to the soldiers killed in
the 1962 Indo-China war at
India’s Republic Day commemo-
rations in January 1963.
Her rendition of “Oh the Peo-

ple of My Country” reportedly
moved then-prime minister Jaw-
aharlal Nehru to tears.
In the following decades,

composers and film producers
vied to sign the prolific Man-
geshkar for their movies.
“I composed keeping Lata

Mangeshkar’s range and voice
quality in mind,” composer Anil
Biswas said in an interview. “She
had a wide range, and one could
think of more complicated
melodies than with the earlier
untrained singers.”
‘Stalwart of Indian culture’
Mangeshkar dominated Bolly-

wood music for more than half a
century, and is considered by
many to be the Indian film
industry’s greatest-ever playback
singer.
Mangeshkar was not shy

about taking a stand when it
came to raising her prices or ask-
ing for a share of the royalties
earned on her songs.
Her longevity and discipline

saw her lend her voice to teenage
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JAMMU:  Facing criticism over
the withdrawal of vacancies
referred to the Public Service
Commission (PSC) and Service
Selection Board (SSB) before
October 31, 2019, the Jammu and
Kashmir administration on Sun-
day said the posts would be
advertised again for transparent
recruitment.   
“All the vacancies recalled by

a recent decision of the adminis-
trative council would be referred
again to recruitment agencies
for fast-track recruitment as per
the new domicile, reservation
and recruitment rules providing
equal opportunity to all.  A free,
fair and merit-based selection
shall be quickly ensured,” an
official spokesperson said.
He said it is also clarified that

the withdrawal of posts referred
to the PSC and SSB before Octo-
ber 31, 2019 was done for those
where selections were not made
and results not declared.
“It is important to note that a

number of posts referred to PSC/
SSB by various departments
have remained stuck for a long
time, in some cases, since 2004.
Some of these posts could not
have been advertised as they
were against the recruitment
rules,” the spokesperson said.
“Therefore, selection against

these posts could not have been
made. Withdrawing these posts
was essential to ensure that they
can be filled up as per rules in
vogue and opening opportuni-
ties for youth of Jammu and
Kashmir,” he added.
He said, appointments to the

posts referred are required to be
made in a timely manner, nor-
mally within a year or so. “Delay
of several years vitiates the
recruitment process,” he said.
According to the spokesper-

son, recruitment rules of various
departments have been changed
or updated.
“The qualifications and expe-

rience required for a number of
posts have changed. After Octo-
ber 31, 2019, some posts were
also transferred to the Union
Territory of Ladakh,” the spokes-
person said.   He said, selection
against posts transferred to
Ladakh can no longer be made.
Hence, withdrawal of these posts
was essential.

WILL READVERTISE 
WITHDRAWN 
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party’s leadership with Sidhu. 
After Jakhar’s address, Sidhu

took the stage and using his
usual strain of “thoko taali”, he
said that Rahul Gandhi is the
only person who can appoint
Channi as the CM. 
“Rahul Ji, Sidhu ashiq hai

Punjab da,” Sidhu said.
Earlier at the rally, Sidhu said

he never lived for any post and
hailed the decision of making
Channi as the chief minister of
the state.
“During 17 years of political

career, Sidhu never lived for any
post, but always wanted Punjab’s
betterment and improvement in
lives of its people,” said Sidhu.
Hailing Rahul Gandhi’s lead-

ership, he said it was he who
made a Dalit the chief minister
of the state last year. “It is a
moment of change, Inqilab, one
which can better lives of people,”
said Sidhu.
“We don’t need anything, we

only need Punjab’s welfare. My
love for Punjab always wanted
its betterment,” he said.
For the past several weeks,

both Channi and Sidhu have,
directly or indirectly, made a
case to be declared as the party’s
nominee for the top post.
Earlier, Sidhu had tweeted

that he will abide by the party’s
decision on the CM face, which
he reiterated this during the vir-
tual rally. Hitting out at former
CM Amarinder Singh, Sidhu said
he used to dance to the tune of
the BJP.
“Now, Amarinder Singh talks

of double engine. They are the
ones who looted Punjab,” he
alleged. 
In his address, Chanjit Singh

Channi said 700 farmers laid
down their lives during the agi-
tation against the Centre’s farm
laws. “Who is responsible for
this? It is the BJP government
and the SAD, which was the one
who cleared farm ordinances, as
well as the AAP government (in
Delhi) which notified farm law.
Now, they seek votes here,” said
Channi.
Channi then directed most

part of his attack on the Aam
Aadmi Party, saying they cannot
bring any change in Punjab.
Following Amarinder’s exit,

Sidhu was appointed the state
party chief and Channi was
appointed as the state’s first
Dalit chief minister.
Ahead of the February 20

elections, the party took feed-
back from its leaders and work-
ers, and sought an opinion of the
public on who should be its chief
ministerial candidate through an
automated call system.
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As an
effective
treatmen
t for
cancer,

radiotherapy has
been used safely for
many years. In basic
terms, radiotherapy
works by limiting the
ability of cancer cells
to grow and spread.
Radiation disrupts the
DNA of these fast-
growing cancer cells
and prevents them
from replicating.
Nearly two out of
every three cancer
patients receive some
type of radiotherapy
during their treatment.

There are two
main types of
radiotherapy: external
beam radiation
therapy (teletherapy)
and internal radiation
therapy
(brachytherapy).

Our state-of-the-
art radiotherapy
center at Department
of Oncology, Sohana
Super Speciality
Hospital, Mohali is
now equipped with
most advanced and
highly effective
radiotherapy machine
in the region, the
TrueBeam system
(Advanced Linear
Accelerator) from
varian medical
system and Gamma
Med plus IX remote
after loader for HDR
brachytherapy.

THE BENEFITS OF
TREATMENT ON A
TRUEBEAM LINEAR
ACCELERATOR
MACHINE
An advanced
radiotherapy system,
TrueBeam is
engineered to perform
noninvasive, image-
guided radiotherapy
with pinpoint accuracy
and precision.

During radiation
therapy machine
rotates around the
patient to deliver the
radiation treatments
from multiple angles
and varying intensities.
The radiation beam is

shaped to match the
three-dimensional shape
of the tumor. This is
accomplished using an
important accessory
called a multileaf
collimator (MLC), a
device with multiple
computer-controlled
mechanical “leaves” or
“fingers” that can move to
create apertures of
different shapes and
sizes.

The idea is to deliver
the lowest possible
radiation dose to the
surrounding healthy
tissue, while still
delivering the maximum
radiation dose to the
tumor.

WHY DOES SPEED
MATTER IN
RADIOTHERAPY?
Truebeam’s fast
radiotherapy treatments
are gentle on the patient,
so that they do not need
to hold still for long
periods of time. It ensures
more comfortable
experience for the patient
with less time on the
treatment couch, faster
delivery also allows for

reduced chances of tumor
motion during treatment
which helps protect nearby
healthy tissue and critical
organs.

MOTION MANAGEMENT
AND IMAGE GUIDANCE IN
RADIOTHERAPY
TrueBeam system offers
treatment possibilities for
patients who may not have
otherwise had options. It
allows us to improve the
experience of patients being
treated for cancers that have
long been amenable to
treatment with radiotherapy
and also to treat some more
complex cancers in areas
such as the lung, breast,
abdomen and liver which are
subject to respiratory motion,
TrueBeam offers Gated
RapidArc radiotherapy, which
makes it possible to monitor
the patient’s breathing and
compensate for movement of
the tumor while the dose is
being delivered in a
continuous rotation of the
treatment machine.
This means we can choose
the best form of treatment for
each cancer patient.

‘‘ ‘‘
DR. RAKESH KUMAR GUPTA
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Radiation Oncology
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